What people are saying:
MiMi was invaluable providing food on our recent photo shoot. Between diet restrictions, constantly
varying start times, and a challenging location we threw all we could at her. However, she still
managed to produce some of the best meals we’ve ever had- on or off location! Productions have a
different set of requirements and MiMi fully understood them. This understanding made the process
seamless- letting us focus on our jobs of getting the best imagery we could. We’d have her again in a
heartbeat!
Lincoln Benedict- Sr. Videographer/Art Director, L.L.Bean

"Mimi impressed us and made our trip wonderful and relaxing. With a large group and
many little ones, it was far more fun and enjoyable to have a fantastic dinner at our
rental beach home than in a restaurant. The food was delicious and everyone loved it
(which is a big accomplishment in a group of 13 with strong opinions!). She easily
accommodated food allergies. We had a wonderful experience!"
Kathleen Kiernan Harnden, M.D
“MiMi is one of those people who walks into your house and immediately radiates calm and competency. I live
a very hospitable life and like to invite people for dinner at the last minute. This never bothered her and she
was always happy to take care of my friends and family by providing us with delicious meals served graciously
and with an elegance which was much appreciated.”
Lucinda W. (Camden, Maine)

"It has been wonderful to be able to stock my fridge with healthy
options that taste wonderful! Especially after a long day of work it is
so nice to know that I have a ready made meal that is good for me
waiting at home!"
“From all of us, thank you so much for this! Food last night was amazing and continues to be so. (And plentiful! Very
full bellies here.) we really appreciate the lengths you went to to accommodate all our different needs and palates.”
All the best,
Lexie (West Bath, Maine)

"I love the fact that your dishes use a variety of ingredients that I
would normally either not stock at home or not be able to find in other
"take-out". "

...all of your food is so tasty and healthy. makes my life happy to
have your meals handy to heat and not have to think about what I'm
going to fix."
Mimi was outstanding in every way. She accommodated my gluten allergy (celiac) with
ease and aplomb. The bruschetta, and cucumber pate appetizers were delicious, and
the salted caramel pie was out of this world. She was a lovely person too, enjoying our
crowd of adults, toddlers, and babies. Every dinner at home became a special and
delicious occasion. She will be our first call next time we return to St. Simon's!
Cara Fallon

